
 

 

Biogen Calls Position for Alzheimer’s Filing 

Ticker/Price: BIIB ($303) 

 

Analysis: 

Biogen (BIIB) with two bullish trades on 4/27 as the September $300 calls were bought 335X for over $1M and the June 
2021 $280 puts were sold to open 370X for $1.7M. BIIB has some scattered bullish open interest across June, September and 
January 2021 expirations as well. BIIB shares pulled back sharply last week on earnings but quickly found support near YTD 
VPOC and remains well above a rising 200 day moving average. BIIB can also put in a higher low on a developing rising 
weekly channel pattern. BIIB announced on 4/22 plans to complete its US filing for its Alzheimer’s drug aducanumab in Q3. 
BIIB shares jumped in early February after winning a patent challenge from Mylan on Tecfidera. The $50B Biotech now 
trades just 9.1X Earnings, 3.5X Sales and 7.65X FCF with a strong balance sheet with around $4.5B in cash. BIIB beat 
estimates handily last week but shares sold off on the Alzheimer’s filing date being much later than impatient investors had 
hoped. Analysts have an average target of $320 on shares and short interest low at 2.3% of the float. Canaccord raised shares 
to Buy with a $360 target in late January not wanting to underestimate investor fear of potentially missing out of an approval 
of the first ever disease-altering therapy for Alzheimer’s, a massive addressable market and high unmet need. HC Wainwright 
defended shares on the sell-off last week and has a Buy rating and $335 target seeing the delay insignificant in the context of 
the bigger picture and not worth reading into negatively. Citi cut shares to Sell with a $240 target noting an approval event 
has now moved to 2021 and fears the FDA may ask for another trial while Tecfidera IP overhang remains with the district 
court decision later this year. OpCo moved its target to $365 and sees a potential rolling review process by the FDA given the 
fast-track status. Barclays cut its target to $370 seeing the sell-off warranted as an insufficient explanation given for the delay 
but also notes the significant potential opportunity remains and investors are likely to return to the story. Hedge Fund 
ownership fell 6% in Q4 filings, Berkshire Hathaway disclosing a new starter position. 

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: BIIB has pulled in 10% off recent highs and think the reward/risk moves favorable, still as cash 

flow machine and major optionality upside. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 



 


